
RES DEMONSTRATION CENTRE IN BYDGOSZCZ

Sector: Energy education

Timeframe: 2011-2014 

Location: Mechanical School Complex No. 2,  
19 Słoneczna str., Bydgoszcz, Poland

Bydgoszcz (approx. 357 600 inhabitants) is the 
largest city of the Kujawsko-Pomorskie Voivode-
ship. It is an active member of the Association of 
Municipalities Polish Network "Energie Cités" and - 
since November 2011 - also a Covenant of Mayors 
signatory. It is implementing many environmental 
and climate protection actions and initiatives. From 
the late '90s Bydgoszcz has been benefiting from 
the EU aid funds. It developed and formally ap-
proved a "Climate Mitigation and Adaptation Plan  
for the city of Bydgoszcz" and a "Sustainable Energy 
Action Plan for the city of Bydgoszcz for 2012-2020". 

The city hires an energy manager and participates in 
various international projects, such as CASCADE - 
"Cities Exchanging on Local Energy Leadership",           
co-financed from the IEE programme, and "Demon-
stration of energy efficiency and utilisation of re-
newable energy sources through public buildings", 
co-financed from the ERDF within the Central Europe 
Programme. The latter resulted in the construction 
and opening of the RES Demonstration Centre, which 
is located at the area of the Mechanical School 
Complex No. 2. The school educates future RES in-
stallers, mechatronics technicians, CNC mechanical 
technicians and electricians. Thanks to the new cen-
ter the students will be able to see how different 
environmentally friendly solutions work in practice. 

The RES Demonstration Centre integrates different 
solutions used in low-energy and passive construc-
tion. It is a low-emission building with the useful 
area coming to 367,26 m². It is equipped with the RES 
installations and serves as a model for future build-
ings, which should meet requirements set in the 
Directive 2010/31/EU. It states that after the 30th of 
June 2019 all new buildings occupied and owned by 
public authorities in the EU should be nearly zero-
energy buildings. The centre was equipped with the 
metering and control system covering ventilation 
and heating system, as well as measuring, archiving 
and reporting such values as the temperature in the 
building, meteorological factors (external temper-
ature, air humidity, atmospheric pressure, wind 
direction and speed, solar radiation, precipitation), 
devices operating parameters and power and heat 
supply parameters. The building of the centre was 
designed as a very tight construction built on a 
rectangular plan. It has an internal circular wall made 
from reinforced concrete with large thermal interia. 
The wall separates the auditorium from the pas-
sageways and technical rooms. The wall has an in-
built surface heating installation. The projected 
tightness of the building envelope eliminates  
uncontrolled infiltration and enables heat recovery 
from the ventilation system. Due to the restrictive 
requirements concerning the energy characteristics 
of the buildings, special windows and doors have 
been installed, which guarantee high air tight-           
ness and sufficient thermal insulation. The whole 
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construction is surmounted by a roof slab from the 
reinforced concrete (with the total surface of 200 m²) 
serving as a basis for a green roof, which adds to the 
concept of low-emission passive building. The green 
roof improves thermal insulation of the building, 
reduces so called "heat island effect" and improves 
building's esthetics.  

The building uses heat and cold generated by air-
source heat pumps. The set of devices supplies sur-
face heating installations, central ventilation unit 
and installation for preparation of warm usable 
water. Electricity used for powering internal and ex-
ternal lighting is generated by 100 monocrystalline 
PV panels (each having the capacity of 100 W) and          
a vertical-axis wind turbine with the capacity of                
3,0 kW. The PV installation is operating in an off-grid 
system, i.e. independently from the electrical grid, 
but can be potentially connected to it. The generated 
energy is stored in special accumulators and then, 
through the inverter, it is supplied to the receivers.               
If the accumulators get discharged, the system 
automatically starts using power from the grid.

Also other modern energy solutions have been used 
in the building, such as a hybrid lamp, a solar thermal 
collector and a ground-source heat exchanger. Col-
lectors installed at the western faςade reflect solar 
energy, while the ones installed at the eastern 
faςade let it through.

Construction of the RES Demonstration Centre was 
funded from the municipal budget and from co-
financing from the European Regional Development 
Fund granted within the Central Europe Programme. 
The total project budget for Bydgoszcz came to 
585.500 EUR, including: 

 - co-financing from ERDF (85%):  497.675 EUR

 - own contribution (15%):             87.825 EUR

The cost of the pilot investments within the project 
budget came to 386.000 EUR.                                                              
Additional funds from the municipal budget, 
amounting to approx. 590.550 EUR (2.538.702 PLN) 
were used to finance construction works, equipment 
and construction of the access road. 
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within the category "Environmental education". The 
city also succeeded in the contest "Green cities - 
towards the future!" announced by the Polish 
Ministry for Environment. This time the award was 
granted within the category "Energy efficiency in 
construction".    

Due to the didactic character of the centre, the 
Mechanical School Complex No. 2 makes it accessible 
to all interested visitors, as well as organises various 
events devoted to the topic of RES use and energy 
efficient construction. The RES Demonstration Center 
is also used for education purposes. Its location on 
the territory of the vocational school positively influ-
ences the educational process, especially in the field 
of energy efficiency and renewable energy sources.

The RES Demonstration Centre serves as a reference 
building, which uses model solutions in the area of 
energy efficiency and RES use that can be replicated 
in other buildings. This high-quality building enables 
testing different energy-saving solutions and check-
ing how they work in practice. Annual heating de-
mand, determined according to the Passive House 
Planning Package [PHPP-Passivhaus-Projektierungs 
-Paket], cannot exceed 15 kWh/(m²a). At the same 
time, total primary energy demand related with all 
building's needs (heating, preparation of warm 
usable water, electricity) cannot exceed 120 kWh 
/(m²a). 

The centre aims at the practical demonstration of the 
solutions used in passive construction, as well as at 
the promotion of energy efficiency and RES use in 
buildings. Achievement of these targets required 
designing a building, where all the applied solutions 
are visible for the visitors and achieved results are 
demonstrated in a form of measurements, visualisa-
tions and data archiving. 

For the construction of the centre the city of Byd-
goszcz was awarded with the Eco-laurel of the  
Polish Chamber of Ecology. The award was granted 

MORE INFORMATION
RES Demonstration Centre
Mechanical School Complex No. 2 in Bydgoszcz
19 Słoneczna str.
85-348 Bydgoszcz
e-mail: zsmnr2@op.pl                                            
phone: 52 373 12 39                        
www.zsm.ckunr1.vdl.pl
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